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Abstract
Fine scale elastic structures are widespread in nature, for instances in plants or
bones, whenever stiffness and low weight are required. These patterns frequently
refine towards a Dirichlet boundary to ensure an effective load transfer. The paper
discusses the optimization of such supporting structures in a specific class of do-
main patterns in 2D, which composes of periodic and branching period transitions
on subdomain facets. These investigations can be considered as a case study to
display examples of optimal branching domain patterns.
In explicit, a rectangular domain is decomposed into rectangular subdomains, which
share facets with neighbouring subdomains or with facets which split on one side
into equally sized facets of two different subdomains. On each subdomain one con-
siders an elastic material phase with stiff elasticity coefficients and an approximate
void phase with orders of magnitude softer material. For given load on the outer
domain boundary, which is distributed on a prescribed fine scale pattern represent-
ing the contact area of the shape, the interior elastic phase is optimized with respect
to the compliance cost. The elastic stress is supposed to be continuous on the do-
main and a stress based finite volume discretization is used for the optimization.
If in one direction equally sized subdomains with equal adjacent subdomain topol-
ogy line up, these subdomains are consider as equal copies including the enforced
boundary conditions for the stress and form a locally periodic substructure.
An alternating descent algorithm is employed for a discrete characteristic function
describing the stiff elastic subset on the subdomains and the solution of the elastic
state equation. Numerical experiments are shown for compression and shear load
on the boundary of a quadratic domain.
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1 Introduction
The formation of microstructures is a common phenomenon in elastic shape optimiza-
tion. We refer to [2] and [1] for an overview about these topics. Depending on the
geometry of the computational domain and the loads applied to it different type of
microstructures appear. In fact, besides locally periodic structures one also observes
branching type patterns when optimizing with respect to a compliance cost functional,
a volume cost, and the perimeter of the structure. These patterns refine towards a
Dirichlet boundary of the configuration [17, Figure 13]. Such branching patterns can
also been observed in nature, for instance in the spongiosa of bones [14]. For the basic
load configurations of uniaxial load and shear load Kohn and Wirth [9, 10] considered
scaling laws for the cost functional and for the weight in front of the perimeter tending
to zero.
Besides the question how locally periodic or branching periodic patterns might look
like, a central challenge is also to identify optimal decompositions of elastic material
devices or objects into such spatially varying patterns. This paper should be regarded
as a case study in this direction. It is intended as a first step towards a truely multi-
scale modeling of optimized elastic objects involving periodic and branching periodic
patterns. Such a multiscale model would enable to apply techniques from homoge-
nization, an important concept to upscale the microscopic properties to a macroscale.
This methodology has been described for instance in [4, 12] and in detail in the con-
text of elastic shape optimization in [1] and in the context of engineering applications
for instance in [15] and [16]. Two-scale materials can be numerically computed by
the Heterogeneous Multiscale Method (HMM) [6, 5, 7, 8], which explicitly simulates
periodic microstructures at positions in the macroscopic domain.
Here we consider domain patterns which explicitly prescribe locally periodic or
branching periodic structures on a fine scale instead of taking into account a truely
multiscale model. To this end we study computational domains that can be decom-
posed into a set of rectangular subdomains with compatibility conditions on the facets
of these domains. The actual elastic structure will be a subset of the computational
domain, which we aim to identify via elastic shape optimization. This elastic struc-
ture correspondingly splits into components on the subdomains. Each subdomain will
be a copy of one rectangular reference cell on which the shape of a hard phase will
be optimized. Then these elastic structures in the subdomains assemble to a locally
periodic or a locally branching type structures. The discretization discussed in this
article is an extension of the approach suggested by one of the authors, O. Vantzos
and also used in [11], now going beyond purely branching periodic ensembles of cells.
The paper is organized as follows: in Section 2 we describe the admissible subdivi-
sion of the computational domain into cells. Then, Section 3 discusses the underlying
elasticity model and the optimization problem. Section 4 presents the spatial dis-
cretization and the numerical solution of the state equation, whereas in Section 5 the
alternating descent scheme for the optimization of the discrete characteristic function
is investigated. Finally, results for two different load configurations are depicted in
Section 6.
2
2 Composite structures
Let D ∈ R2 be a computational domain consisting of several subdomains Di, i =
1, . . . ,M for some M ∈ N, such that ∪Mi=1Di = D and ∩Mi=1Di = ∅. Each subdomain
ist supposed to be a rectangle (a1, a2)× (b1, b2). Each facet of a subdomain
(i) is either also a facet of an adjacent subdomain (e.g. there is a subdomain
(a2, a3)× (b1, b2) sharing the facet {a2}× (b1, b2) with the subdomain (a1, a2)×
(b1, b2) ),
(ii) or splits into two facets of two adjacent subdomains (e.g. there are subdomains
(a2, a3)× (b1, b1+b22 ) and (a2, a3)× ( b1+b22 , b2) whose facets {a2}× (b1, b1+b22 ) and
{a2} × ( b1+b22 , b2) results from a splitting of the facet {a2} × (b1, b2) ),
(iii) or is on the facets resulting from such a splitting of a facet of an adjacent sub-
domain,
(iv) or is a boundary facet.
We always assume that the splitting of facets is in two halves of equal length. The
subdomain configurations at a single facet are shows in Figure 1. The four facets of a
single rectangular subdomain can be of different type.
Di
(i)
Di
(ii)
Di
(iii)
Di
∂D
(iv)
Figure 1: The different local subdomain configurations at a single facet.
Let us assume that each subdomain Di contains an inscribed subpart of the actual
elastic object, the shape of which will be optimized. Let us denote by χi the associated
characteristic function. for which we consider the continuous extension in BV onto
the closure of the subdomain. Thus,
∑M
i=1 χi as function on D is the characteristic
function of the elastic objects we are investigating. Each (geometric) subdomain Di
will have a reference domain assigned and several geometric subdomains can have the
same reference domain. The referenced domain is mapped onto a geometric subdomain
via a translation and a rotation by a multiple of pi2 . The characteristic function χi and
later also the force distribution on [χi = 1] is handled and updated on the associated
reference domain. Thus, the computational complexities scales with the number of
3
reference domains. If adjacent subdomains share the same reference domain and the
same rotation, then they are building blocks of local, period elastic structures. Fig. 2
illustrates such a domain decomposition into rectangular boxes.
Figure 2: An examplary decomposition of the computational domain is displayed with
13 different reference domains that are mapped to the subdomains of the
decomposition, where identical colors classify the different reference domains.
The different types are locally periodic cells ( ), branching cells ( ),
double branching corner cells ( ) and coupling cells ( ).
As a consequence, the domain sketched in Figure 2 can later be numerically opti-
mized by a shape optimization on 13 (coupled) reference domains only.
3 Elastic state equation and compliance optimization
To solve the elastic state equation in the context of the shape optimization we use the
quadratic energy of a stress based formulation of linearized elasticity. On the same
basis we evaluate the compliance-type target functional. On each reference domain
the shape will be modelled by a phase field v : Di → R where v is assumed to
approximate the characteristic function of the elastic object χ. Thus, {x ∈ Di | v(x) ≈
1} corresponds to the actual elastic domain and {x ∈ Di | v(x) ≈ 0} to the void (or in
our calculation very soft) phase.
Let us consider elastic stresses τ : Di → R2 as extensions of the elastic stresses on
the elastic object [χ = 1]. Let us recall that stresses act on normals of infinitesimal
area elements and represent the force density acting on this area element. We apply
solely boundary forces and no volume forces. Hence, elastic stresses are divergence
free, which constitutes together with the boundary condition the state equation of our
optimization problem. Given the elasticity tensor C(v), which depends on the phase
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(hard or soft) the stored elastic energy elastic on Di is defined as
E [v, τ ] =
∫
Di
C−1(v)τ : τ dx . (3.1)
Here C(v) is a fourth order tensor satisfying Cijkl(v) = Cjikl(v) = Cijlk(v) = Cklij(v).
In the context of this paper, we define
C(v) = vCNL
where CNL is the elasticity tensor of the linearized Navier-Lame´ elasticity model and
δ > 0. We define the inverse C−1 (needed in (3.1)) using Young’s modulus E and the
Poisson ratio ν (in Voigt notation)
C−1NL =
1
E
 1 −ν 0−ν 1 0
0 0 2 + 2ν
 .
For the phase field function v we consider a Modica Mortola type functional (cf. [13])
Lε[v] =
∫
Di
1
ε
W (v) +
ε
2
|5v|2 dx
which approximates the length of the interface between hard and soft material. Here,
W (v) =
{
32
pi2 (1− v)(v − δ) v ∈ [δ, 1]
∞ else
denotes a double-well potential, i. e. a positive function that is attending its only two
minima at the pure phases v = δ and v = 1. We assume that v|∂D is prescribed and
describes the imposed fine scale structure on the domain boundary. The parameter 
is proportional to the width of the diffused interface. Futhermore, given the phase field
v we can easily compute an approximation of the area of the elastic object Vε[v] =∫
Di
v(x) dx.
Combining the energies above, we obtain the objective functional
J [v] = min
τ∈Σad
E [v, τ ] + βVε[v] + ηLε[v] , (3.2)
of our constraint optimization problem, where the stress τ is minized over the set of
admissable stresses
Σad = {σ : Di → R2,2 |σ = σT ,div σ = 0,b.c.} . (3.3)
Here, the boundary condition (b.c.) differs for facets on ∂D and for interior facets,
where the stresses are continuous across the facet. For facets on ∂D we prescribe forces
f with τ(x) · n(x) = f(x) if v(x) = 1. Here, n(x) denotes the outer normal at points
x ∈ ∂D.
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As in [9, 10], we consider the case of a vanishing Poisson ratio ν = λ2(λ+µ) = 0. As
expressed by Kohn and Wirth in [9], this restriction is not expected to have a strong
influence because for truss-like structures the lateral contraction is less relevant. The
tensor C−1 then reduces to
C−1NL =
1
E
1 0 00 1 0
0 0 2
 .
Thus, we obtain for the stored elastic energy on the subdomain Di
E [v, τ ] =
∫
Di
1
v E
(τ211 + τ
2
22) +
2
v E
τ212 dx =
∫
Di
1
v E
|τ |2 dx .
In what follows we choose E = 1.
4 Discretization
In this section, we present a finite volume discretization of the state equation and
discuss the optimization algorithm. For details we refer to [11]. To this end, the
conditions for σ prescribed in the set of admissible stress fields Σad in (3.3) have
to be transcribed into a linear system of equations resulting from the finite volume
discretization. For a subdomain Di we consider a finite decomposition of Di into
N × N rectangular cells C of equal size. The discrete forces are defined as constant
vectors in R2 on edges and the discrete phase field is assumed to be constant on cells.
As degrees of freedom we consider average forces across edges fj which approximate
e1
e2
e3
e4
e1
e2
e3
e4
Figure 3: Discretization of forces as vector valued degrees of freedom on the interior
cells of the finite volume grid (left) and on a facet with prescribed branching-
type boundary conditions (right). The numbering of the edges is displayed
on the left.
1
hj
∫
ej
σ · nj dl of a volume cell C with edge length hj . (cf. Fig. 3 for a sketch). The
symmetry of the stress tensor is transformed into a conservation of torque:
0 =
∫
∂C
x× (n · σ) dl =
∫
∂C
n · (σx⊥) dl =
∫
C
div(σx⊥) dx
=
∫
C
divσ x⊥ + σT : 5x⊥ dx =
∫
C
σ21 − σ12 dx ,
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with x = (x1, x2) and x
⊥ = (−x2, x1) for div σ = 0. The conservation law div τ = 0
in the continuous set up translates to a balance relation on cells, i.e. one obtains
0 =
∫
C
divτ dx =
∫
∂C
n · τ dl =
4∑
j=1
∫
ej
n · τ dl ≈
4∑
i=1
hifi
where the discrete forces fi for i = 1, . . . , 4 are associated with the four edges e1, . . . , e4
(numbered counter clock wise, starting with the upper edge, cf. Figure 3) of the cell C
and hi are the corresponding edge lengths. Thus, the discrete balance of forces reads
as
0 =
4∑
i=1
hifi (4.1)
for all cells C. Given the above numbering of the edges, the balance of torques turns
into the equation
0 = (f1,1 + f4,1)− (f2,2 + f3,2) (4.2)
for all cells C, where fi,j is the jth component of the force vector fi. Finally, the
discrete boundary conditions are encoded as follows. We consider a piecewise constant
force f for facets of subdomains on the boundary ∂D. These forces are then equally
distributed on the edges of cells C touching ∂D on which v = 1. In explicit, given a
subdomain Di with a facet F on ∂D and an element E with v = 1 and an edge ej on
F , we define the force density
fj =
∫
F
v dl∫
F
dl
f (4.3)
All the discrete counterparts of the conditions in (3.3) are assembled in a linear system
Af = b for the vector of forces f on all edges. The matrix A and the right hand side
b have the following block structure
A =
AfAt
Abc
 , b =
 00
bbc
 .
Here, the index f refers to the force balance, the index t to the conservation of torque,
and bc to the boundary condition. Now, solving the state equation coincides with
minimizing the stored elastic energy
E =
1
2
∑
C
h2
4∑
i=1
2∑
j=1
(fi,j(C))
2
E
with fi(C) denoting the force vectors on the edges of the cell C, subject ot the con-
straint Af = b. This can be rephrased in a Lagrangian formulation for the Lagrangian
L(f , λ) =
1
2
fTMf + fλT (b−Af) .
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Due to the invertibility of the matrix M we obtain the equations
f = M−1ATλ and
AM−1ATλ = b . (4.4)
as the necessary conditions for a saddle point. They have to be solved first for the dual
solution λ and then for the force vector f . If kerAT = {0}, then Z = AM−1AT is
positive definite and thus invertible. In general AT is underdetermined with nontrivial
kernel. Thus, we have to eliminate rows of A to reduce the kernel. For domains consist-
ing of a single subdomain Di with either periodic, branching periodic or non-periodic
boundary conditions, the linear dependencies can be reduced to a small number of
cases (cf. [11]). For composite domains consisting of several subdomains with dif-
ferent coupling and boundary conditions, the number, type and complexity of linear
dependencies increases. Let us suppose that the number of boundary conditions (e.g.
the number of edges on the boundary with prescribed forces is large enough to ensure
that AT has more rows than columns. Then, we apply a QR-decomposition of AT
to find a basis of its kernel and use this to reduce the linear system Af = b by the
elimination of redundant equations. This in turn successively reduces A and b until
A has full (column-)rank and thus kerAT = {0}. For the results presented here the
CHOLMOD [3] as a tool in the Suitesparse package was used, which comes along with
an efficient parallel implementation.
5 Shape optimization
Optimization of the elastic shape coincides in the discrete set up with an optimization
of the discrete phase field and thus a minimization of the objective functional (3.2)
added up over all subdomains. To this end, we apply an alternating solution strat-
egy, i.e. we alternatingly solve for the forces f for fixed discrete phase field v and
improve the phase field v for given forces f . A threshold for the difference between two
consecutive phase fields in L2 is taken into account as a stopping criterium for this
descent scheme. To improve the discrete phase field given a force vector f we apply a
Gauss-Seidel type iteration that optimizes the values of v on single cells of the finite
volume mesh. Let us consider the discretized version of J given in (3.2)
J[v] := min
τ∈Σad
∑
C
JC[v] with
JC[v] =
|σ(C)|2
v(C)
+ βv(C) +
η

32
pi2
(v(C)− δ)(1− v(C))
+
η
4
4∑
i=1
(v(C)− v(C(i)))2
h2
Here, C(i) denotes the cell adjacent to C across the edge ei. To find a minimum of J[v]
for v(C) for all C and for fixed v(C(i)), we we apply Newton’s method to compute the
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Figure 4: Sketch of the applied loads: Compression (left) and shear (right)
minimum of the rescaled function v(C) 7→ JC(e−v). The rescaling turns out to be an
appropriate reformulation to overcome difficulties due to the singularity at v(C) = 0.
To ensure a good performance of Newton’s method, it is important to choose a
suitable initialization of v. To this end we consider the local terms of the cost functional
dropping the term involving the discrete gradient and define: J˜C(v) =
|σ|2
v + βv +
η

32
pi2 (v − δ)(1 − v) . It is easy to check that this function has two minima and we
initialize v with the minimal value of these two minima, again using in the algorithm
the rescaled function v(C) 7→ J˜C(e−v) (or an approximation of it) as long as this
value is smaller or equal 1. Otherwise, we initialize with the value 1. This led to an
initialization v depending on the current stress value on C. Starting from the second
iteration of the alternating descent algorithm, the phase field could also be initialized
using the result of the last phase field optimization. However, this approach is prone
to becoming stuck in local minima.
6 Results
We applied our method for two different loads on a quadratic domain D ⊂ [0, 1]2,
subdivided into subdomain as displayed in Figure 2. In particular, the central region
of the domain is filled with subdomains with inscribed locally periodic elastic structure
and periodic boundary conditions for the forces, where as in the vicinity of the bound-
ary branching periodic subdomains are taken into account. The two load scenarios are
compression and shear as depicted in Figure 4.
For all domain types, the subdomains were discretized using N × N cells with
N = 200. On each cell of the outer layer, forces were applied on the edge inter-
vals [ 26N,
3
6N ], [
4
6N,
5
6N ] on all horizontal and vertical boundaries. These forces are
depicted in Figure 4 for both scenario.
Compression load: Pillar-like structures support the load on the boundary, branch-
ing structures transfer load to a mesh-like structure in the center region of the domain
as depicted in Fig 5. The elastic structures on corner and coupling cells connect the
branching periodic pillars. Let us point to a small artifact in the optimal shape shown
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in one of the magnifications, where the phase field could obviously not been fully
optimized locally.
Shear load: Fig 6 shows the optimal elastic shape in case of the shear load. On the
resulting compound, optimized elastic structure forces are transferred via branching
type structures to the center.
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Figure 5: The optimal shape for the compression load case and a subdomain structure
with 13 cell types is depicted (top). We show in addition a color coding of
the von Mises stresses using the colorbar on the set [v > 0.5]
(bottom).
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Figure 6: The optimal shape for the shear load case and the same subdomain structure
as in Fig. 5 is displayed. with two regions being magnified on the right. Again
together with the optimal shape (top) the associated von Mises stresses are
rendered (bottom).
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